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of this volume my chief object
produce a work which will be of
use to those desiring a knowledge of the origin of
the early Scottish settlements or community-cen~es
of Canada.
Keeping this idea steadily in view, P: have in this
volume, which covers all Eastern Canada, dealt,
first of all, with the many settlements which were
essentially Scottish, and have laid stress on the
other chief centres af Scottish life and Muence in
some of the leading cities, commencing with Nova
Scotia and concluding with the later but scarcely
less important immigration into Huron and Bmce
in the Upper Lake region of Ontario. I have
also in this connection given, where I was able
to do so, lists of the founders and pimeers of such
settlements, hoping that they might be of value
to students in future individual research.
Following; this, 1 have endeavoured to deal with
the Scottish influence in religion, education,
politics, and other important questions connected
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with the national life. If I have paid a good deal
of attention to the part played by the Scotsman
h our higher education, it is because f am convinced that in this direction, more than in any
other, he has performed his greatest work toward
the development of the Canadian nationality as a
part of the Empire.
T h r m g h t this work I have laid stress upon
the Ulster Scotsman and the importance of his
place in the Canadian community; and have
pointed out that the movement into Ulster was the
first great emigration ef the Scottish people in
their attempt at settlement outside of their own
borders.
In d d i g with Scotsmen as individuals in
Eastern Canada, it would be utterly impossible to
include all persons deserving of mention in the
necessarily limited c a k e s of such a work as this
is. Those only are referred to who represent, or
were connected with, the differmt movements in
fhe many communities or colonies out of which the
dominion has gradual1y grown.
In sending this volume out to the pbfic, I feel
that it is but an imperfect result of the ideal
which prompted its making. There is much mwe
that I would like to have included in the presentation of this important subject. Such, however, as
it is, I send it forth, hoping that it may have its
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&are in giving to the student of the history of the
scottjsh race some sIight idea of the great part
which has been played by that iIIustrious stock
during the last three hundred years, in the founding, peopling, and upbwilding of Britain's Western
Empire.
It might be added, in conclusion, that in
addressing the readers of Scottish extraction, one
is appealing to a vast constituency ; as in
Canada alone, outside of purely Frmch Quebec,
there are few families which are without a strain
of the old Scottish Hood in their veins.

